The Leray transform and related boundary operators are studied for a class of convex Reinhardt domains in C 2 . Our class is self-dual; it contains some domains with less than C 2 -smooth boundary and also some domains with smooth boundary and degenerate Levi form. L 2 -regularity is proved, and essential spectra are computed with respect to a family of boundary measures which includes surface measure. A duality principle is established providing explicit unitary equivalence between operators on domains in our class and operators on the corresponding polar domains. Many of these results are new even for the classical case of smoothly bounded strongly convex Reinhardt domains.
Introduction
The Leray transform L is a higher-dimensional analog of the classical Cauchy transform for planar domains. It belongs to a family of operators, the Cauchy-Fantappié transforms, projecting functions on the boundary onto the space of holomorphic boundary values. These operators play an essential role in higher-dimensional function theory, just as the original Cauchy transform does in the one-dimensional setting. (See for instance Kerzman and Stein [15] and the monographs [13, 17, 27] .)
Though the Cauchy-Fantappié construction is not canonical in general, the Leray transform is distinguished by the simple explicit construction of the corresponding kernel function and by the presence of a good transformation law under linear fractional transformations [6, Thm. 3] . The construction of the Leray transform requires that the domain under study satisfy the geometric condition of "C-linear convexity."
In this paper we provide rather detailed information about the Leray transform on certain convex Reinhardt domains in C 2 . In particular, we learn that (A) L is L 2 -bounded on some, but not all, smoothly bounded weakly convex domains; (B) L is L 2 -bounded on some, but not all, strongly convex domains whose boundaries are less than C 2 -smooth; (C) it is important to give thought to the choice of boundary measure -in particular, measures involving (suitably-chosen) powers of the Levi form work as well as (or better than) surface measure; (D) there is a duality rule relating the qualitative and quantitative behavior of L on a domain D to the corresponding behavior on the polar domain D * (defined in (7.1) ). This provides a surprising linkage between the previous topics (A) and (B).
The Reinhardt designation means that D is invariant under all rotations of the form
Reinhardt domains occur naturally in various contexts in several complex variables (for instance, the domains of convergence of power series of holomorphic functions are Reinhardt domains) and are often a source of meaningful examples which serve as models for more general theories. One class of domains singled out in our work is the class R consisting of bounded convex complete C 1 -smooth Reinhardt domains in C 2 that are C 2 -smooth and strongly convex away from the axes {ζ 1 ζ 2 = 0}. (See Proposition 7 for an alternate description of R.) The class R contains the subclass P consisting of weighted L p -balls; that is, Finally, we let R denote the class of domains in R that are well-modeled by a domain D p j ,a 1,j ,a 2,j ∈ P near boundary points on each of the axes ζ j = 0, j = 1, 2. (See Definition 16 for the formal description. ) We have P R R.
The smoothness of a domain in R is determined by the size of the exponents p 1 , p 2 . On the one hand, if 1 < p 1 < 2, an R-domain will be strongly geometrically convex (in the sense of [25] ) and C 1,p 1 −1 -smooth near {ζ 1 = 0}; on the other hand, for p 1 2 the domain will be at least C 2 -smooth near {ζ 1 = 0}, but strong geometric convexity and strong Levi pseudoconvexity will fail if p 1 > 2. The size of p 2 similarly determines the qualitative behavior of the domain near {ζ 2 = 0}.
We will show in Proposition 8 below that for D ∈ R and ζ ∈ bD \ {ζ 1 ζ 2 = 0} there is a unique D p(ζ ),a 1 (ζ ),a 2 (ζ ) ∈ P osculating D at ζ in the sense that all data up through second order will match there. If D ∈ R, then setting p(ζ ) = p 1 when ζ 1 = 0 and p(ζ ) = p 2 when ζ 2 = 0 we get a continuous function p(ζ ) defined on all of bD (see Proposition 17) .
For a C 2 -smooth convex domain D in C 2 the Leray integral L = L D is defined by letting
for w ∈ D, where 2 ( 1.5) is the Leray kernel defined for ζ ∈ bD, w ∈ D; here ρ is a defining function for bD, j * denotes the pullback of the inclusion j : bD → C 2 acting on three-forms, and ∂ρ(ζ ) It follows from the convexity of D that ∂ρ(ζ ) is a so-called "generating form" for D; if bD contains no line segments we have in particular that the expression in (1.6) is non-zero for each ζ ∈ bD and for each w ∈ D \ {ζ } (see [27, §IV.3 
.1 and §IV.3.2]).
The kernel L(ζ, w) is independent of the choice of defining function ρ (see [27, §IV.3.2] , also [1, 19, 22] ).
The function Lf will be holomorphic in D when the integral (1.4) converges, and L reproduces a holomorphic function from its boundary values.
We should mention that the Leray integral is defined more generally for C-linearly convex domains, that is, for domains whose complement is a union of complex hyperplanes. (These are also known as "lineally convex" domains.) But C-linearly convex complete Reinhardt domains are automatically convex (see Example 2.2.4 in [2] ) so in the current work we focus only on convex Reinhardt domains.
When D satisfies additional hypotheses (e.g. strong convexity) then L extends to a singular integral operator on the boundary, also denoted by L (see [15, p. 207] , and [18] ).
For domains D ∈ R the theory outlined above does not apply directly, but we will show in particular that the reproducing property for holomorphic functions is still valid (see Corollary 24 and Proposition 32).
In order to consider bounds and adjoints for L we will need to introduce measures on bD; specifically, we will consider measures μ that are invariant under the rotations (1.1) and are absolutely continuous with respect to surface measure. We will take particular interest in boundary measures that are continuous positive multiples of |L(ζ )| 1−q dσ (ζ ), where q is a fixed real exponent, dσ is surface measure and |L| is the Euclidean norm
of the Levi-form. (Here we interpret the three-form j * (∂ρ ∧ ∂∂ρ) as a measure on bD.) We will say that such a measure has order q (see Definition 43 below). We are ready now to state our main results.
Theorem 1.
Suppose D ∈ R and μ is a rotation-invariant boundary measure of order q with q satisfying the condition 
, and
(1.10) (For the definition and basic properties of the essential norm and the essential spectrum, see Propositions 36 and 37 and adjacent material.) Note that the interval |q| 1 is always included in (1.8) . In Corollary 18 below we will show that if D ∈ R is a smooth domain then p 1 = p 2 = 2 so that (1.8) holds for all values q ∈ R. On the other hand, if at least one of the p j is different from 2 then (1.8) defines a proper subinterval of the real line.
Theorem 1 may be compared with previous work by Bonami and Lohoué [8] and Hansson [11] (which we specialize here to complex dimension n = 2), as follows. Given 1 < p j < +∞ set
Note that D belongs to the class R. Bonami and Lohoué study Cauchy-Fantappié transforms and related operators for D as above when p j > 2, j = 1, 2 and μ is a measure of order q = 1. Hansson proves that for D as above the operator L is bounded on L 2 (bD, μ) when p j > 2 are positive integers and μ is a measure of order q = 0. In either case bD is C k -smooth (k 2) and weakly pseudoconvex (its Levi form is singular at boundary points that lie along the axes {ζ 1 ζ 2 = 0}).
When D ∈ R is as above but p j < 2 it follows that D is strongly convex but non-smooth and the construction of the Cauchy-Fantappié kernels investigated by Bonami and Lohoué becomes problematic (see comments below after Corollary 5), whereas the Leray transform L is still well defined and by Theorem 1 it is bounded in L 2 (bD, μ) for all measures μ of order q with q ranging in the interval (1.8). In fact, more is true: in Section 7 we present a duality result providing an explicit unitary equivalence of the Leray transform for a domain D ∈ R (resp. D ∈ R) and the Leray transform for its polar domain D * ∈ R (resp. D * ∈ R). On the one hand, we see that the polar of a smooth, weakly pseudoconvex domain may be non-smooth and strongly convex; for example, the polar of the domain D ∈ R given above with p j > 2 is
where p * j < 2 is the conjugate exponent of p j ; see Theorem 47 for the precise statement in the general case. On the other hand, combining this duality with (1.9) and (1.10) in Theorem 1 we see that, modulo a switch of measure (from μ of order q to μ of order −q), from the point of view of the spectral theory of the Leray transform any domain D in the class R is qualitatively and quantitatively indistinguishable from its polar domain D * .
Lanzani and Stein show in [18] that L is L 2 -bounded with respect to surface measure when D is a bounded strongly (C-linearly) convex domain in C n with C 1,1 -smooth boundary. The examples discussed above show that neither strong convexity nor C 1,1 -smoothness of the boundary is a necessary condition for L 2 -boundedness of L. On the other hand, in Section 6 we present examples showing that if we try to settle for weak convexity or C 1,α -smoothness of the boundary with no further conditions then L may fail to be L 2 -bounded with respect to any reasonable boundary measure.
Following Kerzman and Stein [15, 16] we will use the notation
Theorem 2.
In the setting of Theorem 1, the operator A μ admits an orthogonal basis of eigenfunctions, and the essential spectrum of A μ is equal to
As mentioned above, Corollary 18 below will show that if D ∈ R is a smooth domain, then p 1 = p 2 = 2 so that for all q ∈ R we have λ p j ,q,n = 1, j = 1, 2; thus the choice of q is no longer relevant in the description of our class of measures and we obtain the following results. 
or, equivalently,
The essential norm of L is
Theorem 4. In the setting of Theorem 3, the operator A μ admits an orthogonal basis of eigenfunctions, and the essential spectrum of A μ is equal to
The essential norm of
Combining Theorem 4 with Proposition 15 below we obtain the following. [12] and Ramírez [26] . This operator is based on the (quadratic) Levi polynomial rather than the linear functions of w appearing in (1.6); it may be defined on any strongly pseudoconvex domain with C 3 -smooth boundary. Kerzman and Stein show that the operator H is a compact perturbation of the Szegő projection defined with respect to surface measure σ (see the end of Section 3); it follows that H * σ H has essential spectrum {0, 1}, and H * σ − H has essential spectrum {0}. Thus H provides more direct access to the Szegő projection, while L has a more informative spectral theory.
The plan of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we provide more details about the classes of domains under study, relating properties of a Reinhardt domain D to the geometry of the curve γ + = bD ∩ R 2 + . We prove the osculation results mentioned above; the corresponding exponent p defines a continuous map from γ + to the interval (1, ∞). We also introduce a special parameter s on γ + which plays an important role throughout the rest of the paper, and we characterize the classes R, R and P in terms of p as a function of s.
In Section 3 we present the basic theory of the Leray transform for domains in the class R, confirming in particular that the reproducing property for holomorphic functions still holds even when the domains are less than C 2 -smooth. We introduce a special class of measures on bD, the admissible measures; in essence, a rotation-invariant measure μ on bD is admissible if and only if μ is finite and L maps L 2 (bD, μ) to holomorphic functions on D. We also discuss norms of the Fourier pieces of L (and of L * μ L and A μ ) and explain their relation to properties of the overall operators.
Section 4 contains more information about boundary measures and geometry, confirming in particular that for D ∈ R a measure of order q is admissible if and only if condition (1.8) holds.
In Section 5 we perform some asymptotic analysis of the norms of the Fourier pieces and use these results to prove Theorems 1 and 2.
Section 6 contains examples of domains for which the L 2 -boundedness of the Leray transform fails (with respect to any admissible measure, in particular surface measure) due to lack of boundary regularity or lack of strong convexity away from the axes. It also contains an example of a domain in R \ R with the property that surface measure is not admissible but measures of order q are admissible when |q| < 1. In this case, L is not bounded on L 2 (bD, μ) for any rotation-invariant measure μ.
In Section 7 we present the duality results mentioned earlier, and Section 8 contains a few concluding remarks.
Geometric considerations
(Here we are viewing R 2 as a submanifold of C 2 .) Proposition 6. In this situation, if D has C k -smooth boundary (k 1) then the following will hold.
Proof. If ζ 1 ζ 2 = 0 then (2.3a) follows from the fact that
The continuous dependence of T ζ bD on ζ now forces (2.3a) to hold also when ζ lies on one of the axes. It follows now that T ζ bD + R 2 = C 2 for all ζ ∈ γ which shows that (2.3b) holds, and the transverse intersection theorem now implies (2.3c).
Item (2.3d) follows from (2.3a) and the invariance of T ζ bD under rotations in the ζ 1 variable. The proof of (2.3e) is similar. 2
As in the introduction, we let R denote the space of bounded convex complete C 1 -smooth Reinhardt domains in C 2 that are C 2 -smooth and strongly convex away from the axes {ζ 1 ζ 2 = 0}. Then γ will be a C 1 -smooth curve meeting both axes, while γ + will be C 2 -smooth with nonvanishing curvature. It follows easily that γ will be the graph of a concave function, and in fact we easily verify the following.
Proposition 7. A Reinhardt domain D belongs to R if and only if it may be described as
where
φ is continuous and negative
Then any function f on γ induces a rotation-invariant function f • R on bD, and every rotation-invariant function f on bD may be recovered from its values on γ by the formula
We will use (r 1 , r 2 ) as coordinates on R 2 0 ; thus
Extending these functions via (2.6) we also have r j = |z j | on bD.
Away from the axes, domains in R are modeled after the P-domains described in (1.2) and (1.3) in the following sense.
Proof. We start by considering points
, we see that we need to determine
throughout the second and third equations and solving for a 1 , a 2 we obtain
Plugging these values back into the first equation and solving for p we obtain
Using (2.5) it is easy to check that p(ζ ) > 1 and that a 1 (ζ ) and a 2 (ζ ) are positive. We finish by extending p, a 1 and a 2 to functions on bD \ {ζ 1 ζ 2 = 0} by setting p = p • R, a 1 = a 1 • R and a 2 = a 2 • R as in (2.6); rotation-invariance guarantees that the extended functions do what is required. 2
Let D be an R-domain. Much of what we do below is made simpler by the introduction of the following auxiliary parameter on γ + :
(2.10)
We note for later use that
and
Our assumptions (2.5) on φ yield
moreover, differentiating (2.10) with respect to r 1 and using (2.9) we obtain
Thus s is C 1 -smooth on γ + and extends to a monotone continuous function (hence a homeomorphism) mapping γ onto the interval [0, 1]. Applying (2.10) to (2.14) we obtain the companion formula
The functions s and p determine the coordinate functions r 1 , r 2 (up to multiplicative constants) as follows:
(The integrals are taken over arcs of γ .) Letp
i.e.,p gives p as a function of s. Then we have
on γ + and so
Theorem 9. The construction above defines a one-to-one correspondence between R and the set of triplesp, 
Proof. The strict convexity ofD ∩ R 2 + implies that (|w 1 |, |w 2 |) lies below the tangent line Proof. This is a consequence of the limits lim ζ →(0,b 2 )
(See (2.12) to check the first and fourth limits.) 2
In the case of a P-domain the s-parametrization of γ given in (2.18) takes the following especially simple form:
Proof. If p is constant then (2.18) matches (2.27). 2
For general D ∈ R there will be no control on the behavior of p along γ + as we approach one of the endpoints, so we will also consider the following smaller class of domains. (2.28a)
Definition 16. Let R denote the class of domains
where b j > 0, c j > 0 and p j > 1 are constants and j (r j ) are functions satisfying j is of class C 1 for r 1 0; (2.29a) j is of class C 2 for r 1 > 0; (2.29b)
The conditions (2.28) imply the conditions (2.5) and so R is contained in R. Condition (2.28c) is equivalent to the condition that ψ = φ −1 satisfies
The class R is invariant under permutation of the coordinates z 1 , z 2 ; thus we will often transfer work on behavior near the axis z 1 = 0 to get corresponding results near z 2 = 0.
Note that the assumptions (2.29) imply that
As mentioned in the introduction, the class R contains the P-domains (1.2). For a P-domain, the constants in (2.28a), (2.28b) and (2.28c) are determined in terms of p and a 1 , a 2 by
the function 1 (|ζ 1 |) is the error term of the first-order expansion of Proof. Using (2.6) as before it will suffice to show that the functions p, a 1 and a 2 extend continuously from γ + to γ (with p taking the indicated boundary values). Combining (2.31a) with (2.28b) and (2.10) we find that Differentiating (2.39) twice with the use of (2.12) and (2.14) we obtain that
Combining these with (2.40) and r
A similar argument takes care of j = 2. 2
Construction and basic properties of the Leray transform for domains in the class R
In this section we compute the Leray kernel for domains in the class R and check that the associated Leray transform L reproduces holomorphic functions from their boundary values. We introduce the notion of admissible measure and provide formulae for various norms and spectra. (Unless explicitly stated, at this stage L is not assumed to be L 2 -bounded.)
We base our computations on the function
where φ is as in (2.5) . This function will fail to be differentiable at points where ζ 1 ζ 2 = 0; moreover,
will not be bounded above where defined. So ρ is a defining function for bD \ {ζ 1 ζ 2 = 0}, but not for bD.
For w ∈ D, (1.5) still defines a three-form on bD \ {ζ 1 ζ 2 = 0} which is independent of the particular choice of defining function. When integrating expressions involving this form over bD we simply ignore the points where ζ 1 ζ 2 = 0. (The set of such points has measure zero with respect to all boundary measures considered below.)
The classical proof (see [27, (3.1) ; then, setting z j = r j e iθ j and applying the above formulae we obtain
Turning our attention to the denominator we find that 
Using the binomial theorem we obtain the following result. we find that Lf (w) = w n 1 w m 2 for w ∈ D. Taking sums we obtain the following.
Lemma 21. The Leray kernel admits the expansion
L(ζ, w) = ds ∧ dθ 1 ∧ dθ 2 4π 2
Corollary 24. The operator L reproduces holomorphic polynomials from their restrictions to bD.

Returning to Corollary 23 we see that when f is an (n, m)-monomial g(s)e i(nθ 1 +mθ 2 ) then Lf extends continuously toD with boundary values given (in the non-trivial cases) by
Lf R 1 e iθ 1 , R 2 e iθ 2 = (n + m + 1)! n! m! 1 0 g(s) s r 1 n 1 − s r 2 m ds R n 1 R m 2 e i(nθ 1 +mθ 2 ) . (3.8)
In particular, L maps (n, m)-monomials to (n, m)-monomials.
Let μ be a rotation-invariant measure on bD described by 
Proof. The equivalence of items (3.16a) and (3.16d) is immediate from (3.10). Similarly, (3.10) together with Lemma 14 and the boundedness of r 1 and r 2 show in turn that items (3.16d) and (3.16e) are equivalent.
To see that items (3.16b) and (3.16a) are equivalent, note that
ω(s) ds
and that from (3.3) and (1.4) we have that 
from which the desired result follows immediately. 2 Definition 28. We will call a measure of the form (3.9) admissible if it satisfies the equivalent conditions of Theorem 27.
Remark 29.
It is easy to see that any rotation-invariant measure μ on bD satisfying condition (3.16b) in Theorem 27 must in fact be of the form (3.9) with ω(s) measurable and positive a.e.
Assume now that μ is admissible. Because D is Reinhardt, any f ∈ L 2 (bD, μ) may be written uniquely as a sum f = n,m∈Z f n,m converging in L 2 (bD, μ) where each f n,m is an (n, m)-monomial (3.5) and
If L is to define a bounded operator on L 2 (bD, μ) it must be given by (3.17) and thus
From this we easily obtain the following.
Theorem 30. L defines a bounded operator on L 2 (bD, μ) if and only if the quantities L n,m μ
given in (3.10) are uniformly bounded for n, m 0; moreover,
Condition (3.16e) in Theorem 27 shows that when μ is admissible then the boundary values of holomorphic polynomials lie in L 2 (bD, μ) . This observation motivates the following.
Definition 31. The Hardy space H 2 (bD, μ) is the closure in L 2 (bD, μ) of the boundary values of holomorphic polynomials.
From Corollaries 23 and 24 and Proposition 26 we obtain the following.
Of course, the norms of (L n,m ) * μ and L * match those of L n,m and L. 
Turning the attention to essential norms and spectra, we recall that the essential norm of an operator T on a Hilbert space H is the distance (in the operator norm) of T from the space of compact operators K(H) (see [24, p. 25] ) while the essential spectrum of a bounded operator T ∈ L(H ) is the spectrum of the projection of T on the Calkin algebra L(H )/K(H ) (see [14, p. 32 
2].) For a self-adjoint or anti-self-adjoint operator admitting an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions, the essential spectrum consists of limits of sequences of eigenvalues together with isolated eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity.
In general, the essential spectrum includes the continuous spectrum, which is absent in our work but does appear in analysis of the Kerzman-Stein operator for many non-smooth planar domains (see [5] ). [9, §3.2] ; [23, §2] .) The essential norm of an operator T is the square root of the largest value in the essential spectrum of T * T .
Proposition 37. (See
Using Propositions 33, 36 and 37 we obtain the following.
where lim sup q n,m is defined by As in the introduction we set
These operators are anti-self-adjoint.
Proposition 39. (A n,m ) μ is a rank-two operator with norm given by
The spectrum of (A n,m ) μ is the set
Proof. Using the notation from (3.11) and the identities (3.12), (3.13) (but dropping subscripts), set
Using (3.12) and (3.18) we have
If λ = 0 then it follows A n,m = 0 and also τ = κ/ κ 2 μ , so (3.15) shows L = 1, which proves the desired result.
If on the other hand λ = 0 then we may write (3.20) as
By Bessel's inequality this is less than or equal to Returning to Proposition 32, note that L will be the orthogonal projection from L 2 (bD, μ) to H 2 (bD, μ) (the Szegő projection for μ) if and only if L * μ = L; this is in turn equivalent to any one of the following conditions:
Examining (3.11) we see that this will happen if and only if Bolt has shown that the Leray transform for a strongly (C-linearly) convex bounded domain in C n with C 3 -smooth boundary will coincide with the Szegő projection (for a suitably-chosen measure) if and only if the domain is a complex-affine image of the unit ball [6, 7] .
More on boundary measures and geometry
From formulas (3.8) and (3.10) we see that our theory becomes simplest with the use of the measure
on bD. When D is smooth and strongly convex this measure will be comparable to surface measure dσ but in general this will not be so. Indeed, from (3.2), (2.14) and (2.15) we find that
where p is as in (2.9). From (1.7) and (3.4) we deduce
Lemma 14 now shows that dμ 0 is comparable to |L| dσ . In particular we see that dμ 0 will not be comparable to dσ unless |L| is bounded above and below. For D ∈ P, for example, it is easy to check using (2.27) that this happens if and only if p = 2. Formula (4.2) motivates the following Definition 43. We will say that a rotation-invariant measure on the boundary of a domain D ∈ R has order q if it is a continuous positive multiple of |L| 1−q dσ .
Thus surface measure dσ has order q = 1, and the special measure dμ 0 has order q = 0. From (4.1) and (4.2) we find [3] ). This measure may be defined on general smooth pseudoconvex domains in C 2 and plays a distinguished role in complex analysis due to the fact that it transforms by the rule
under a biholomorphic mapping F mapping bD 1 to bD 2 . (Modified versions of this construction work also in higher dimensions.) Note for comparison that integrals of the form bD |L| −1 dσ (corresponding to q = 2) appear in work on spectral asymptotics of the∂-Neumann problem by Metivier [20] .
If D ∈ R then combining Proposition 17 with (2.33), (2.36) and (4.3) we find that a measure of order q is given by the following expression
where ϕ is positive and continuous on bD. Recalling Definition 28 we easily obtain the following result.
Proposition 44. If D ∈ R then a rotation-invariant measure of order q is admissible if and only if (1.8) holds.
Applying this to values of q just discussed we see that q = 2/3 (indeed, any q ∈ [0, 1]) will always work, while q = 2 works if and only if both of the p j lie in the interval ( 
Asymptotics in R
In this section we perform asymptotic analysis of the norms of L n,m and use these results to prove Theorems 1 and 2.
In particular, since Theorem 45 shows that none of these limiting values can be infinite, we conclude that the set { L n,m μ : n, m 0} is bounded. Then Theorem 30 shows that L is bounded on L 2 (bD, μ) . where
Using (2.14) and (2.15) we have
Noting that
and recalling (2.37a) we see that
It follows easily that log g n 1,k g m 2,k takes its maximum value at
(We will assume for the remainder of this proof that n, m > 0 and thus 0 < s n,m < 1.) Integrating (5.3) from s n,m to s and applying (5.5) we find that in fact
We set
(The reader interested in tracing the motivation for the computations to come may wish to note
Using (5.4) and (5.5) it is easy to check that 12) where C k is as in (5.5). In particular we also have
We define functions g n,m,k and h n,m,k on R by setting 
showing that (5.18) holds. A symmetric argument shows that (5.18) holds also in the remaining case: t ∈ J n,m,0 , t < −1.
Next we consider the pointwise behavior of g n,m,k (t) as min{n, m} → ∞. Note that (5.13) guarantees that each fixed t lies in J n,m,k when min{n, m} is large enough. Using (5.3) we have
Letting min{n, m} → ∞ we find with the use of (5.8), (5.10) that the above integral is asymptotic to
; this is bounded by a constant times
(The inequality stems from (5.11).) A similar argument takes care of the fourth term.
We are now ready to compute that
as min{n, m} → ∞, where we have used (5.17) and (5.23) to find the limit of the first term and (5.17), (5.19) and dominated convergence to find the limit of the second term.
Combining these results and simplifying we have • g (0) < 0;
• σ > −1.
Proof. This is a 
Using the change of variables formula and the dominated convergence theorem with the support of (5.27) and (5.28) we have
which is equivalent to (5.26). 2
Proof of Theorem 45, part (b).
We focus on the same three integrals as in the proof of part (a). Let n 0 be the common value of the n j . 5 .
Since the right-hand side above approaches infinity as u → 1 we see from Theorem 30 that L fails to be bounded on L 2 (bD, μ). The other items are verified as in Example 1. We note that D is strongly convex in the sense of [25] . It is easy to check now that conditions (2.20a) through (2.20d) hold but (2.37a) fails, showing that (6.3c) holds. Away from the ζ 2 -axis D behaves like a domain in R.
To understand the behavior near the ζ 2 -axis we note that r 1 = s log(10/s) (by (2.17a)), while r 2 → 1 as s → 0. Item (6.3b) can now be deduced from (2.12). Using (4.3) we see that a measure of order q takes the form (3.9) with ω(s) a positive continuous multiple (near s = 0) of s log(10/s) q ;
it follows easily that such a measure is admissible if and only if |q| < 1, establishing (6.3e) and (6.3f).
The proof of (6.3g) goes along the same lines as the proof of (6.1g), but this time we let u approach 0.
The other items are verified as in the previous examples. The intertwining relations in item (h) are verified by checking each Fourier piece using (3.11), (3.12) and (3.18) . The remaining claims in (h) follow from the isometric nature of U μ and general principles. 2 Remark 48. Aspects of the duality presented here are treated for smooth strongly C-linearly convex domains in arbitrary dimension without the Reinhardt assumption in [4] .
Closing remarks
(A) The following result highlights the special role played by the measure μ 0 given by dμ 0 = 1 , and that furthermore the product of these two eigenfunctions must be a constant multiple of the second eigenfunction. It follows that ω(s) is constant, as claimed. 2 (B) The methods we have employed here rely significantly on the circular symmetry of complete Reinhardt domains. We plan to examine in a future paper the question of which of our results generalize to non-Reinhardt C-linearly convex domains. Of course, it will also be interesting to see what happens in higher dimension.
